INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1.) The capillary device is completely assembled and ready to use.

   Drawing blood with this plastic capillary is the same as with a
   regular glass capillary except that the blood flows directly into
   the attached tube. If more blood is needed, just keep it flowing
   continuously.
   It is important that the flow of blood be adequate enough to fill
   the capillary rapidly. Do not stop to shake or lap the tube until
   you have the amount of blood needed.

2.) Important: Capillary must be held continuously in a horizontal
    position during the drawing of the blood.

3.) After filling, turn capillary tube unit immediately in a vertical
    position to allow the blood to flow into the tube.

4.) Remove capillary with holder at the same time. Close tube with
    attached cap. Mix or centrifuge blood as required.

Acceptable sample volume

Unacceptable sample volume, sample must be above first groove found on the capillary tube that is highlighted here by the yellow line.